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AMF Fastigheter partners with Prodikt to 
accelerate work on emissions calculations
AMF Fastigheter has signed an agreement with BIMobject subsidiary Carbonzero AB to use the 
digital sustainability platform Prodikt. With the help of Prodikt, AMF Fastigheter will be able to 
make more precise calculations of the climate footprint of its construction projects. In doing so, the 
company is taking yet another step towards achieving its ambitious climate goals.

In 2019, AMF Fastigheter joined the Science Based Targets initiative and has set clear emissions 
targets in line with the Paris Agreement's 1.5 degree target. Among other things, starting two years 
ago, emission calculations are produced early in construction projects to illustrate how different 
choices affect the emission of greenhouse gases, and climate declarations are also created at the 
end of a project. The partnership with Prodikt will accelerate and quality-assure the company's 
work with emission calculations and reducing emissions.

“Collaborations like this are what enable us to achieve our climate goals. We know that our tenant 
improvements account for the largest part of our emissions. Improving our process for calculating 
emissions will provide a better understanding of the impact that decisions made during the 
construction process have on the climate. It helps us make informed decisions and ultimately achieve 
our climate goals”, says Michael Eskils, Sustainability Manager at AMF Fastigheter.

Through the use of data-based sustainability information down to a product level, the Prodikt 
platform enables precise calculation of the climate footprint of each material choice – and entire 
construction projects.

AMF Fastigheter will use Prodikt to calculate the climate footprint of construction projects and 
tenant improvements. The hope is also to, through a close dialogue with the tenants, highlight the 
impact of various material choices and decisions regarding tenant improvements to also reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases.

“We are excited to work systematically with an innovative property developer like AMF Fastigheter. 
The expanded partnership is completely in line with our strategy to support construction companies 
and property developers in making resource-efficient, informative and quality-assured life cycle 
calculations in their projects. Only then can we optimize decision making and involve all actors in the 
contruction process”, says Rasmus Ekberg, CEO and co-founder, Prodikt.

For further questions regarding the partnership, please contact:
Linn Matikka, press contact, AMF Fastigheter
E-mail: linn.matikka@amffastigheter.se
Phone: 076-1194208

Rasmus Ekberg, CEO and co-founder, Carbonzero (Prodikt)
Email: rasmus@prodikt.com
Phone: 073-202 6981
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For more information, please contact:

Martin Lindh – Interim CEO
Phone: +46 40 - 685 29 00
E-mail: ir@bimobject.com

About BIMobject

We can’t go on building like we do today. BIMobject is on a mission to digitalise construction for a 
more sustainable future. We’re a global marketplace for the construction industry, that provides 
architects and engineers with the information and inspiration they need to design buildings faster, 
smarter and greener.

With 2,000+ building product brands* and 100 of the world’s top 100 architect firms among our 
users, we power digital building design worldwide. In 2021, the company had annual net sales of 
SEK 120 million.
 
BIMobject's shares are traded on Nasdaq First North under the ticker: BIM.
Certified Advisor: FNCA Sweden AB,  info@fnca.se

* Defined as the number of unique brands (including subsidiaries with separate product ranges) with 
products available for download on bimobject.com.
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